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Abstract

Real time task for which timing must be guaranteed is most important requirement

in biomedical measurement systems. If the system fails to meet the deadline it can end up

with severe error for the measurement purpose. In this thesis, time delay is observed for an

open loop biomedical system under different operating systems. To guarantee the response

time of the biomedical data acquisition system hard real-time Limrx operating system is

proposed. The system is implemented both in Red Hat Linux and in !7indows. In case of

closed loop system this time delay degrades the performance of the system and cause the

stability problem. The research given in this thesis aims to arralyze time delay for closed loop

Biosignal Analyzer, introduced by hardware and softwarc in real time communication. Total

time delay is calculated both theoretically and practically and the results are found to be quite

similar. A controller needs to be designed to eliminate the stability problem caused by time

delay. The mathematical model of the closed loop control systems in this tegard is also

developed for future work.
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Ch apter '/.,

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Background

Biomedical engineering is the application of engineering principles and techniques to

the medical field. The development of biomedical engineering is responsible for improving

healthcare diagnosis, monitoring and therapy. It is 
^ 

very sensitive field of engineering

measurement where delay of a second can cause someone life's to death. So real time

computing has great importance in the field of biomedical engineering. There are always

sensitive cases where it needs to follow up the pulse rate, blood pressure etc for every single

moment. If one data is missed or cannot be processed in due time by the machine

(biomedical instrument) it lrray cause serious impact on the patient's body. So real time

patient monitoring has great importance in healthcare.

Complexity arises when tandom delays arise into the control loop. System performance can

be adversely affected by the presence of random access delays in the loop. In fact small or

large delays and their associated phase lag provide unwanted oscillation in the system

response, which may evefl lead to instability.



l.Zl-iterature Review

In order to pursuit real-time requirement for biomedical system queued management

is proposed for several processes under multi tasking environment in paper [1]. Here a study

of queued system based upon an operating system is presented for soft real time case study.

To validate the proposed method two operating systems MAC and Linux is used. System

Modeling and timing requirement is met by proper manipulation of two entities: Queue

management and timing thread manipulation without modilring the operating scheduling

algorithm. Python and Java language platform is used since it offers concuffent queues

faciliry. The behavior of concurrent queue is evaluated in an application to monitor the

signal of a Doppler ultrasound instrument for the measurement of the blood flow.

To meet the hard real time constrain a pre run time scheduling algorithm approach is

implemented on Linux OS is proposed in this paper[2]. A method is presented for hatd real-

time system scheduling considering dynamic voltage scaling, ptecedence and exclusion

relation. The system is modeled based on time petri nets in order to find a feasible schedule

using a pre run time scheduling approach fot time critical biomedical system. The proposed

pre-runtime schedule synthesis is performed in two steps: preprocessing based on Yao's

approach extended with discrete set of voltages. Proposed method was applied for

measuring level of oxygen in human blood and was implemented on Linux platform.

In DJ Christini paper [3], it reports a software &iven hard real time control system

for electrophysiological optical mapping with a deterministic time delay <1 ms. Paper [4]

proposes a time delay estimation approach for a sensor-actuator set up by linearizing the

measurement equation in time which leads to an augmented system from which time delays

and system states can be joindy estimated. Response delay between the input voltage and the

pressure is measured for an automatic compression pump. The approach is based on a
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linearization in time of the measurement equation that leads to extended Kalman fi.ltet for an

extended system.

A high resolution low power successive approximation ADC designing technique is

proposed for biomedical signal detecting system in paper [5]. In order to detect low

amplitude biomedical signal such as EEG, ECG high resolution circuit is designed and

simulated using HSPICE. Based on the chatacteristics of biomedical signal several methods

are used for improving ADC accuracy.

The acquisition system for physiologic signals in ICU (Intensive Care Unit)

environment has also been reported in recent tesearch. Most of them used a portable device

that is connected to analog to digital board in a petsonal computer. In paper [6], Kevin et al

developed the continuous physiologic data acquisition system (PDAS) for clinical research in

the ICU environment.

An algorithm is proposed in paper [] for stabiJity analysis of a discrete time sampled

data system. Stability analysis algorithm is proposed by showing robustness of sampled data

system against perturbation caused by variation of sampling interval based on the small gain

framework. Some direction for reducing conservatism is also discussed. The proposed

algorithm measure the stability caused by the difference of sampling interval within the

system using Lypnouv function.

In paper [8] propose an approach for analyzing stability of linear system. Conditions

are derived to ensure asyrnptotic stability and to obtain an estimate of the convergence rate

of the solutjons. Example is given to show the efficiency of the method. Similar work is

done to determine the stability criteria of asynchronous system in paper [9].

Many works have been done on biomedical data acquisition system so far. ADI

instrument, the biggest biomedical equipment provider developed their data acquisition

J



system on Windows and Mac platform but no such system is built keeping the hard real time

(FIRT) constrain. Here the work proposes HRT Linux based USB 4716 DAQ system for

analyzingbiomedical signal. Different model is built for this kind of system such as in papet

[10-13]. In this thesis, discrete time based modeling for analyzing biomedicai sampled data

system is used.

1.3 Objectives

The prime objectives of this work are to analyze the time delay of the biomedical

signal processing system. To achieve this goal first the system will be designed as open loop

biomedical data acquisition system and it will be shown that computational delay can be

reduced by introducing hard real time operating system. Then the effect of time delay in case

of closed loop system will be evaluated which involves calculation of time delay both

theoretically and practically. As the time delay in case of closed loop cause the system to fail

to produce actuation signal and thus corrupts the system, therefote in close loop case only

switching to hard real time operating system cannot solve the problem. So the necessity of

designing controller arises. In this work the mathematical model for the closed loop system

will be developed with an example of automatic heart pump to remove the stability problem

caused by time delay.

1.4 System Overwiew

The system consists of biosensors and 16 channel data acquisition card which will

receive the analog biomedical signals from humailanrnal body through the biosensor and

these signals are sent to the computer. The signal processor (ASP) f,lter, amplifu, and cancel

the noise of the analog signal processor (ASP) developed from the transducers of the

biosensors and send it to the data acquisition system (DAQ for digrtal signal processing

(DSP). DAQ digltize the signal and convert it into digital numeric value so that it can be



manipulated by the computer. . Out of the 16 channels 5 channels data has been consideted

for the time being. These channels will be used for measuring ECG signal, cardiac oulPut,

blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, body temperature, heart rate. Overall

system block diagram of the system is shown in Fig.1.

I
)

I
7

Receptor

Receptor

1 6 channels

Data Acquisition System

&"

\:,/::
- Computer

Transducer SignalProcessing

I

I

Transducer SignalProcessing

Figurel. 1 System Overview

To understand the source of delay, block diagam representation of the above system is

given in Figure 1..2. Herc the system is divided into different levels. The I/O part which

consists of sensor and actuator is considered as top level L, the cofrtroller is the lower level,

0 and the data acquisition part is the higher level, I.

Top level, L

ttiqhel level, I

trigure1. 2 System Block Diagram

Comut I(rD&,rqrdffon



Now one delay is coming between the sensot and the controller which is rr. , another delay

is coming between controller and actuator which isT 
"o 

. These two delays will be added with

the controller delay T"" andthe bus delayTous, thus giving the total delay of the system.

tro,ol = Tsc + tcc + Tbus + tcq

Any of these delays can affect the total delay of the system threatening the system

stability. In this thesis fust the system rs analyzed for the open loop case and it was found

that time delay in open loop system can be teduced to some extent by using hard real time

operating system. But if the closed loop controller for biosignal acquisition system is to be

designed, the effect of delay cannot simply handled by the use of hard real time operating

system. In close loop case delay can cause the stability problem which needs to be solved by

appropriate design of a controller. In chapter two, overview of the whole system along with

the experimental results done on open loop system is discussed. Chapter three represents the

time delay analysis of the closed loop system and chapter four build up the mathematical

modeling of the closed loop control systems required to reduce the time delay effect.

1.5 Overview of Contents

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: Oueruiew of Biosignal Processing Sltstem

In this chapter, in section one, different operating systems and their characteristics are

presented. The Real-Time RT-Linux solution is proposed. Also the performance

characteristics of RT Limrx ate discussed. Section two presents the source and characteristics

of different bio signals. Simulation output of the mentioned bio signals is shown. Section

three, Biomedical Signal Acquisition System of the proposed system is discussed. The

6



hardware structure of the data acquisition board, the device driver and the library functions

used for the proposed system is discussed. Finally this section concludes by describing the

interfacing technique between different operating systems. In experimental Results sections

results on temperature sensor and ECG sensor is given. The results on temPeratufe sensor

are plotted in MATLAB and from the equation the algorithm was obtained to be used in

computer program. A comparative result for windows, Linux and RT-Limrx is shown for

total delay calculation.

Chapter 3: Time Delal Anafisis of Sanpled Data Sltsterzt

The aim of this chapter is to study the time delay of the system. The considered biomedical

data acquisition system is a sampled dzta system where time delay arises due to sampling.

This chapter gives an overview of what are the sources of these delays and the effect of the

delay on the system. Time delay analysis of the bio signal processing system is done.

Probability of possible time delay is also discussed.

Chapter 4: Mathentatical Model of Sampled Data Slrtem

To minimize the effect of time delay controller is needed. Before grring a complete form of

any sampled data system it is impotant to design the controller such away that can meet the

system requirement. In this chapter the mathematical model of the controller is given with

an example of automatic heart pump control system.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work

In this last chapter the main results of this dissertation is summarized, and some concluding

remarks and identiS, potential ditections for future research has been glven.

7



Ch apter 2

OVERWEW OF BIO SIGI\ALPROCEJSIAIC

SYSTEM

2.l lntroduction

In this chapter a clear overview of biosignal processing system is discussed. This

includes different types of operating systems that can be applied for implementing biosignal

processing system, a brief overview of biosignals, biomedical signal acquisition systems and

some experimental results done for implementing the system.

2.2 Operuting Systems

Biomedical signal acquisition system can be either embedded or PC-based. In both

implementations, a piece of software is capable of being utili2sd, knows as the operating

system (OS). An operating system allows for numerous applications to be executed on a

single workstation, instead of just one customized appltcatron. However, there are a vaiety

of different types of operating systems that are available, each with their own strengths and

characterjstics. There afe three types of operating system available: general purpose OS, soft

real-time (SRT) OS and hard real-time (HRt OS.
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2.2,1 Genetal Putpose OS

The most widely known operating system is the Personal Computer Operating System.

The main job of this operating system is to provide a good interface to user. Microsoft

Windows is the most widely known of this rype of general purpose operating system which

is non real-time. Moreover, there are operating systems for embedded systems. These

operating systems do not provide the simple interface that PC operating system provide but,

instead, are concemed with deterministic control ovet multiple routines 11,4,151.

Another type of operating system is the real-time system. In the following subsection

two types of real-time OS-soft real-time OS (SRTOS) and hard real-time OS (HRTOS) -ill

be described.

2.2.2 Soft Real-Time OS

In these types of system, missing an occasional deadline is acceptable. For instance, an

example of a soft real-time system would be a live audio-video system. In this type of system,

violation of timing consffaints can result in degradation of audio and video quality but the

system will still continue to operate. Example: Linux, UNIX.

2.2.3 Hatd Real-Time OS

Another type of operating system is the hard real-time system. These systems are

distinguished by having time as a key consideration. For instance, in control applications,

real-time comPuters have hard deadlines that must be met. For example, in an assembly line

at a car manufactudng plant, if a welding robot welds too late or too early then the car will

be ruined. Hence, if an action absolutely must occur at a cettatn moment within a certatn

time interval, the system is deemed to be a hard real-time. Example: Real-Time Linux (R.T-

Linux), QNX etc [16].

9



2.3 Scheduling

\ff/hen a computer is multi programmed, it frequently has multiple Processes that are

competing for the central processing unit (CPU) at the same time. If only one CPU is

available in a system, a choice has to be made regarding which process is to be run next. The

part of the operating system that makes the choice about which process is to be run is called

the scheduler. Furthermore, the algorithm that the scheduler uses is called the scheduling

algorithm. Information regarding scheduling procedure in two specific types of operating

systems can be seen in the following sections.

2.3.1 Scheduling in Real-Time Systems

Hard real-time systems are characteizedby having deadlines that must be made while

soft real-time operating systems are characteized by having deadlines that should be met.

Moreovet, process scheduling in real-time systems must be highly predictable and regular. In

real-time systems, priority scheduling is the type of scheduling algorithm that is implemented.

The basic idea of priority scheduling is that each process is assigned a priority. After a

process is assigned a pioity, the ptocess with the highest priority will be allowed to execute.

There are variations regarding how this priority scheduling algodthm is implemented. Most

real-time operating systems utilize a non-preemptive priority scheduling algorithm. In this

scheduling algorithm, the highest priority process continually runs until it voluntarily releases

the CPU. Then, of the available processes, the process with the highest priority executes

when the CPU becomes available. In the case when two processes have the same priority,

one Process is randomly scheduled to execute and other process has to wait for the process

to finish execution before it can run.

10



2.3.2 Scheduling in lVindows XP

The \Tindows operating system is currendy the most widely used general purpose

operating system. The Windows operating system does not have the same operational

citeia as real-time operating system. As a general operating system, lTindows is not

predictable but instead attempts to allow for each available process to have a fair share of

CPU time.

The latest version of Microsoft's operating system uses a preemptive thread based

priority scheduling algorithm. While a process is traditionally perceived to only have one

thread of execution, Windows allows for multiple threads to exist in the same process.

Consequently, lTindows XP has 32 pdoity levels, with 0 being the lowest and 37 being the

highest. The highest 16 levels (15-31) are characteized as real-time levels. Although threads

at these levels are chancteized as real-time, the name is misleading. Threads running on

these priority levels are not guaranteed to receive process time. On the contrary, threads

running on the highest priority may receive no processors cycles because the processor may

be busy handling hardware and software interrupts. Moreover, system level threads are not

running on these levels. Consequently, setting an application to a real-time level may block a

system task and cause system instability.

During execudon, the difference between real-time levels and lower levels (called

dynamic levels) is that the scheduler will never change the priority of a thread running on a

real-time level. Processes running on lower levels will occasionally have their pdorities

boosted by the operating system to avoid process starvation. Therefore, befote a thread is

run on Windows XP, it must fust wait for hardware and software interrupts to finish. After

the interrupts finished, the vraiting thread is finally allowed to execute, whenever an

interrupts arrives or a higher priority thread becomes ready, the running process w'ill become

1l



preempted and have to wait for the other interrupts or threads to execute. Consequendy, the

current kernel architecture for Windows XP is not ideal for high precision real-time

applications.

2.4Thre Linux Operating System

To understand Real-Time Linux, and why and how it is used, it is important to

understand a litde about the Linux Operating system. After all, RT-Linux is built, on or as an

extension to, the Linux OS.

2.4.1 Linux and Real-Time

Linux is a general purpose, fully featured, ftee operating system based on UNIX

(POSIE. Much of the supporting software is borrowed from UNIX, such as the graphical

desktop environment, known as X-Windows, compilefs, editors, free software GNU tools,

etc. The Linux kemel is responsible for maintaining all the important abstractions of the

opetating systems, including virtual memory and process management. System librades

define standard frrnctions which allow applications to interact with the kemel [17].

An impottant and usefi;l feature of Linux is the ability to use L"oadable KernelModules.

These modules are compiled object code, and can be loaded and unloaded into the kemel on

demand. This is an advantage for the reason that the kemel can be modified without the

need to be constructed care6.r1ly and with security in mind.

Importandy, the Linux I(ernel is non preemptable, as interrupts ate disabled during

its operation. So, kernel code cannot be interrupted while running. One consequence of this

is that thete is no need to protect critical sections of kernel code, as they cannot be

interupted.

Possible solution to enabiing real-time performance in a Linux OS include, changing

the Linux kernel to include preempt ability, low interrupt processing latency, and perhaps

12



eliminating some of the functionality of the Linux kernel, that is, to strip it down and make it

"lighter". Another altemative is to provide a real-time patch undemeath the Linux kemel,

where Limrx is run as a low-priority process in a small real-time kernel. The real-time kemel

takes over the real-time hardware from Linux and replaces it with software emulation. There

are two commonly known real-time operating systems (R.TOS, which conform to this

approach RT-Linux and Real-Time Application Interface (RTAD.

2.5 The RT-Linux Solution

RT-Linux is a patch fot the standard Linux kernel. Due to it being available in a free

version, it is particulady usefirl for teaching exetcises, laboratory equipment; PCs used for

instrumentation, and embedded systems. There are also commercial versions which include

more features, and have, among other things, undergone more extensive treatrnent.

The following diagram illustrates (Figure 2.1) the structure of the real-time

operating system. The diagram shows that Linux itself is treated just as another task to

run, but with lowest priority. Linux in turn controls the running of its non real-time

processes, such as editors, browsers, consoles, viewers, utilities, etc.

Figure 2.1: RT-Linux I(emel
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The real-time requirements are met in RT-Linux by the real-time kemel capturing all

hardware interrupts. These are checked for their importance, that is, time-critical (real-time)

or non-time-critical (non-real-time). If an interrupt is time-critical and is destined for a rcal-

time service roudne, the appropriate routine is launched, otherwise if it is not time-critical,

the real-time kernel forwards it to Linux in the form of a virtual interrupt (a software

emulation), which is held untjl such time as there are no frrrther critical real-time task to run.

Real-time tasks run at the kemel privilege level, giving them direct access to the

computer resources, such as the CPU, memor[: and hardware devices. Running at the kemel

privilege level also glves the ability to change task priority, engage inter process

communication (PC), run user defined IPC handlefs, and executes user defi.ned scheduling

algorithms. 'With privilege however, responsibility comes, cafe must be taken when

constructing real-time Programs so that the program does not make undesirable changes to

the system that would otherwise not be possible without the privilege. Not only the real-time

tasks run at the privilege level of the kernel, but they all exist and run within the same kernel

address space. One consequence of this, aside from the secudty issue mentioned, is that

switching between real-time tasks is made easier and quicker, and hence reducing latency.

2.6 Performance Characteristics

The fundamental criteda for evaluating performance of a real-time operating system

are event latenry and periodic jitter. An event can be an interrupt generated by hardware

extemal to the CPU or it can be a signal intemal to the operating system such as a

notification to start the next task on a ready-to-run queue.

2.6.1 Event Latency

Events can be either hardware-generated interrupts or operating system generated

software signals. Event latency is shown in Figure 2.2U,71.
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For an operating system generated event, the latency is the time ftom when the signal is

generated to when the fust instruction of the task is executed. This latency can be measuted

using the CPU's clock counter register. This 64-bit tegister is incremented at the clock tate,

every 2 nanoseconds for a 500MHz CPU clock, and a sequence of its values can be stored in

memory for later analysis. This measurement technique is not affected by any delays due to

peripheral device bus accesses, because the counter register is internal to the CPU and is

always incremented every clock cycle.
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Figure 2.2: Bv ent Latency

2.6.2 Pedodictittet

Periodic jittet as shown in Figure 2.3 117) refers to the variations in

repetitive task experiences as it executes.
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The repetitive task is at the heart of sampled-data control of mechanical devices. The

models of the device to be controlled are calculated on the assumption that the sample time

is known and fixed. The control algorithm is, in turn, calculated from the device model,
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reinforcing the dependence ori a known and stable sample time. Any jitter in the sample time

leads to imprecision in the control-system performance.
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Figure 2.3: Periodic Jitter

Based on the discussion above it can be concluded that the fastet response time,

reduced iitter and multi tasking fadtty make the RT-Linux operating systems best suitable

for time critical application such as for biomedical expedments. As my thesis work is

concemed, the proposed system is the developmerit of bio signal analyzer in hard real-time

environment. In the following section different types of bio signals and their corresponding

sensors required for the experiments will be discussed.

2.7 Biosignals

Biosignal is a summaizrng term for all kinds of signals that can be (continually)

measured and monitored from biological beings. Bio signals are used primarily for extracting

information on a biological system under investigation. The process of extracti.ng

information could be as simple as feeling the pulse of a person on the wrist or as complex as

analyzir,g the structure of internal soft tissues by an ultrasound scanner. In the following

section different types of biosignal and their corresponding sensors are discussed.
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2.8 Source and Characteristics of Different Biosignals

Biomedical signals [18,19] originate from a variety of soutces such as: bioelectric signal,

biomechanical signal, biochemical, biomagnetic, biooptical signal etc. Here brief ideas about

these signals are given below.

Bioelectic Signals: These are unique to the biomedical system. They are generated by nerve

cells and muscle cells. Their basic soutce is the cell membrane potential under which certain

conditions may be excited to generate an action potential. The electric field is generated by

the action of many cells constitutes the bio-electric signal. The most common examples of

bioelectric signals are the ECG (electrocardiographic) and EEG (electroencephalogtaphic)

signals.

Biomechanical Signals: These signals originate ftom some mechanical function of the biological

system. They include all types of motion and displacement signals, pressure and flow signals

etc. The movement of the chest walI in accordance with the respiratory activity is an example

of this type of signal.

Biochemical Signals: The signals which are obtained as a result of chemical measurement from

the Iiving tissue or from samples analyzed in the laboratory. The examples are measurement

of partial pressure of carbon-dioxide (pco2), Parttal pressrue of oxygen (p"2) and

concentration of various irons in blood.

Biomagnetic Signak: Extremely weak magnetic fields are produced by various organs such as

the brain, heart, and lungs. The measurement of these signals provides information which is

not available in other types of bio-signals such as bio-electric signals. A typical example is

that of magneto-encephalograph (I\dEG) signal from the brain.
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2.9 Signals and Sensors

A biosensor p0, 21) consists of two elements: bio-element and sensor-element.

Bioreceptor is the bio-element and transducers afe: the sensor-element. The bioreceptor is a

bimolecular object that recognizes the target analyte. It can be enzyme, antibody, tissue, etc.

and the transducet should be capable of converting the bio recognition event into a

measurable signal.

Figure. 2.4: Conversion of bio signal to electric signal

.IABLE2.7 DIFFERENT TYPES SIGNALS AND SENSORS

Signals Sensots

Electrocardiogram ECG Electrodes

Oxygen Saturation Pulse Oximeter

Body Temperature Thermal Probe

Aortic Pressure Strain Gauge Sensor

Respiratory Rate Impedence Pneumography
Electrode

The output of different sensors for diffetent biosignals is shown in trigure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Simulated Output of Biosignal

For the time being five sensors are considered: ECG sensor to observe heart

condition, pulse oximetet sensor to measure the oxygen saturation, temperature sensor to

measure the body temPerature and blood pressure monitoring sensor and respiratory rate to

measure the breathing rate Per minute. Other channels vdil be kept reserved for future

implementation of more signals. Following section of the thesis give details about these five

signals and their corresponding sensor and next section discuss the sensors and their

corresponding srgnal conditioning circuil
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2.10 Electrocardiogram (ECG) Signal Monitoring System

Electrocardiogram (ECG) measures the elecrical activity of the heart. Then heart is a

muscular organ that beats in rhythm to pump the blood through the body. The heart

muscles create electrical waves when they pump. These waves pass through the body and

can be measured at electrodes attached to the skin. ECG signal bandwidth is .05H2 to 750

Hz and amplitude range is up to 10mV [22].

Figure 2.6:E,CG Srgnal

2.10.1 ECG Leads

ECG stgnal is measured ftom electtodes applied to the surface of the body. The

waveform of this signal is varied dependent on the placement of the electrodes. The rerm

lead is used to indicate a particular group of electrodes. Electrodes are placed on each arm

and leg, and six electrodes are placed at defined locations on the chest. These electrode leads

are placed at defined location on the chest. These are two basic types of ECG leads: bipolar

and unipolar. Bipolar leads utilize a single positive and a single negative electrode between

which electrical potentials are measured. Unipolar leads (augment leads and chest leads) have
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single positive recording electrodes and utilize a combination of the other electrodes to serve

as a composite negative electrode. Depending on the placing of electrodes there are three

tJpes of electodes-Limb leads, Augmented leads, Chest leads.

Figure 2.7: Three leads ECG

2.1.1 Pulse Oximetry Signal Monitoring System

The measurement of the oxygen in the blood is very important to analyze a patient

medical condition. Pulse oximetry is used for this purpose. It is a non-invasive system to

monitor the percentage of hemoglobin which is saturated with oxygen. It consists of a probe

attached to the padent's finger or ear lobe. Acceptable normal ranges are from 95 to 100

percent although values down to 90oh are corrunon. In case of critical patient there may be

risk of respiratory failure, so to know how well the arterial blood is oxygenated is very

important for the patients. Pulse oximetry is also being used in the monitoring of pulmonary

disease in adults and in the investigation of sleep disorders.

2.11.1Princ@es of Pulse Oximetry

The principle of the pulse oximet y l23l is based on rwo physical principles. One is the

presence of a pulsatile signal generated by artedal blood, which is relatively independent of

non pulsatile afienal blood, venous and capillary blood and other tissues and the another one
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is the fact that oxy hemoglobin and reduced hemoglobin have different specfta. A Pulse

Oximeter is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Spo, sensor

Pulse Oximeter is based on the red and infrared light absorption characteristics of

oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. The light is pardy absorbed by hemoglobin by

amounts which differ depending on whether it is saturated or desaturated with oxygen. By

calculating the absorption at the two wavelengths the processor can compute the proportion

of hemoglobin which is oxygenated. Oxygenated hemoglobin absorbs more infrared light

and allows more red lights to pass through. Deoxygenated (or reduced) hemoglobin absorbs

more red Iight and allows more infrared light to pass through. Red light is in the 600-750 nm

wavelength light band. Infrared iight is in the 850-1000 nm wavelength light band.

2.12 Btood Pressure Measurement Technique

Blood Pressure is the most often measured and most intensively studied parameter in

medical and physiological practice 12.4). A1l, blood pressure measurements are made vrith

reference to the atrnospheric pressure. The frequency rz;fige for aortic pressrrre measurement
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signal is 0-60H2. There are two basic methods for measuring blood pressure- direct and

indirect.

The indirect method consists of simple equipment and cause very little discomfort to

the subject but they are intermittent and less informative. They are based on the adjustment

of a known extemal pressure equal to the vascular pressure so that the vessel iust collapses.

On the other hand, the direct method provides continuous and much more reliable

information about the absolute vasculat pressure from probes or transducers inserted

directly into the blood stream. But the additional information is obtained at the cost of

increased disturbance to the patient and complexity of the equipment.

The direct method of blood pressure measurement is considered for this system. For

direct measurement a catheter tip probe can be used in which a sensor is mounted on the tip

of the probe and the pressure exerted on it is converted into electrical signals.
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Figure 2.9: Blood pressure signal processing

Strain gauge transducer is used for processing the artenal pressure. The electrical

signals corresponding to arteial pressure are amplified using an opemtional or carflet

amplifier.
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2.13 Temperature Measurement

Body temperature indicates the measure of the body ability to generate and get rid of

heat. It is an indication of many types of illness. It can provide usefi:l information about the

severity of the illness [25,26,27). The truest, accessible, core temperature is measurement of

the pulmon^ry artery temperature with a thermistor. Thermistor is a type of resistor with

resistance varying according to its temperature. A thermistor temperature sensor is showed

in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Temperature sensor

In this thesis above thermistot probe has been used to collect the data for temperature.

It offers high precision thermistor elements, customizable probes and assemblies to provide

precise and reliable temperature measurement in the most demanding applications. There are

also some other ty?e of temperature sensors such as catheter type thermistor, glass mercury

thermometer.

2.14 Respiratory Rate Measurement

One of the options to measure respiratory rate is impedance pneumography. The

objective of this technique is to measure the change of electrical impedance of the person's

thorax caused by respiration. In this case oscillator ouqput is applied to the two/four outer

electrodes. The electrode used for this case is same as ECG electrode. The measuring range
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of the amplifier is .1 to 3 ohm with a frequency response of .2 to 3.0 Hz corresponding to

respiratory rute of 72 to 1.80 per minute 128,29].

Figure 2.11: Respiratory Rate Signal Conditioner

In both case (either two/four electrodes) a high frequency ac current is applied into

the tissue through the electrodes. The ac cuffent produce a potential difference across the

two points of the drive electrodes. The potential difference is related to the resistivity of the

tissue between the voltage sensing electrodes.

In this section different bio signals and their corresponding sensors with their signal

conditioning circuit are presented. The circuitry for temperature and ECG measurement will

be discussed in the experimental result section. How these bio sensors are colnmuricating

with the outer wodd will be presented in next section.

z.LS Biomedical Signd Acquisition System

In ordet to use these biomedical signals in their various applications, a system must

be available that can acquire, analyze, display these various signals. Although there are many

design options avatTable for creating such a wotkstation, two of the most cornmon

approaches ate to eithet develop embedded or PC-based system. Here PC based biomedical

system is considered where a data acquisition board USB-4716 is used for interfacing

biosignals with computer.
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2.16 DataAcquisition Board Fundamentals

A DAQ board is a basic A/D converter that is coupled with an interface that allows a

PC to control the action of the A/D and captwe the digital outPut information from the

converter. A DAQ board is designed to plug directly into a personal computer's bus, with all

the power required for the A/D converter and associated interface comPonents being

directly obtained from the bus. Moreover, it should be noted that a DAQ board is more than

a simple A/D function on a board. A data acquisition may include discrete bi-directional

I/O lines, counter timers, arrdD/A converters for outputting analog signals for control

applications.

The purpos e of a DAQ board is to convert analog data to digital data that a computer

is able to manipulate. There are three primary methods available to transfer digitized data

between the DAQ board and computer memory. These three methods for data transfer are

direct memory access (DMA), interrupt, and programmed I/O transfers. For programmed

I/O transfers, data are transferred between the CPU and the PC whenever the CPU receives

a software code to either acquire or generate a single data point. Interrupt data transfer

occurs when the DAQ board sends an interrupt to the CPU. This interrupt causes the CPU

to either read acquired data from the DAQ board or write data to the DAQ board. DMA

transfers use a DMA controller instead of the CPU to move acquires data between the board

and computer memory. Even though high-speed data transfer can occur with interrupt and

prografirmedl/O transfers, they require the use of the CPU to transfer data, Consequendy,

DMA transfet are able to acquire dataat high speeds and keep the CPU free for performing

other task at the same time [30].
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2,16.1 lfardwate Ovetuiew

The data acquisition board is been used for signal generation and communicating with

computer is a DAQ from Advantech Company model number USB-4716. The USB-4716 is

a true Pl"g & Play portable data acquisition device. USB-4716 has 16 single-ended/8

differential inputs with 16-bit resolution and a 200 hJl,z maximum sampling rate. Each

individual input channel is software selected. However while there are multiple analog input

channels the USB-4716 oniy contains one A/D converter. Consequendy, when more than

one channel is being utilized to acquire data, the sampling rate for each channel is defined as:

(Sampting Frequency)/ Q'{umber of Channel used). Hence, when all 16 differential analog

input channels are used, the maximum sampling rute for each channel is 12.5 kHz.

Figure 2.12: U SB-47 1 6 Data Acquisition Card

Acquired data arc stoted in a buffer located on the DAQ board. Data are then

transferred, using the USB bus of the computer, via the ditssl msmory access (DMA). Data

are transferred fiom the FIFO to the computer once the amount of samples stored in the

buffer reaches a specific value, which is known as count value. The USB-4716 also has

additional functionality besides acquiring analog signals. The DAQ board contains nvo 16

bits analog output channels. Analog ouq)ut is also stored in a buffer. Although digital input
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and output signals are not used during the course of the thesis project, it should be noted

that the board contain 8 digital input/output channels.

2.16.2 USB-4716 Deuice Dtivet

The data acquisition card USB-4716 provides us a device driver that can give different

functionality of system. The device driver software named ActiveDAQ Pro gives us different

function for using the DAQ system and representing the data. The functions primuttly

classified as two categories which are ActiveDAQ Pro device control and ActiveDAQ Pro

GUI conttol. The device control functions are used to manipulate the data coming through

the DAQ card. The device control functions were integrated to Graphical User Intetface

(GUD to control the data coming from the DAQ card. The device control functions are

ADvAI.dll (analog input control), ADvAO.dll (Analog output conuol), ADvDIO (Digital

input output control).

These are the .dll functions which are consist of several frrnction that can control the

device for specific purpose for example to receive analog signal from the sensors the ADvAI

means analog input conrol .dll function needed to be integrated with our software. This

AdvAl.dll consists of number of functions those are giving the ability of controlling the

analog input coming from the sensofs those are used for interfacing between hardware and

software.

2.17 Interfacing Technique for Windows

Interfacing between the DAQ card and the sofnvare is most important part in the

project. The card receives the data from the sensors and sends the data to the computer. The

computer gets a digttal data and software takes the responsibility for further processing of
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the data and shows it in a specific maffier. So at fust the communication between the

software and the card is necessary [31].

Different properties and function of ADvAI.dll is used for analog signal processing in

the software. First the device was selected by calling SelectDevice function. It makes sure

that the correct version of the product which is USB-4716 is in use. After that device name

and device number was selected by using DeviceName and DeviceNumber properties. Then

by using DataAnalog properties to control analoginput data coming from the sensors. After

getting the analog input data software processes it as needed and then displays it to graphical

user interfa ce. C# language was used for the graphical uset interface and specified functions

in C# development environment wad added as reference.

2.18 Interfacing Technique for Linux

To interface the Linux with the hardware the &iver named advdaq-1.09.0001-el4.i386

in Red Hat Linux4 (RHEL4) operating system needed to compile. By compiJing the driver

fi]e two modules insmod/usr /src/adddw-core.ko and insmod /wb4776.ko were inserted in

a module for RHEL4. After this the process becomes a p^rt of the Linux OS. Obtaining

analog data from USB-4716 is consisting of two Parts or steps in Linux: step 1: binding the

hardware with the software, step 2: obtaining analog data fuom hatdvzare. Step 1 makes a

hardware-hardware contract between DAQ system and Linux OS and step2 makes the

hardware-software conftact with the DAQ system with the Linux software [32].

In step 7, after inserting the two modules a file is created automatically which is a

addrev ftle: /ptoc/device/addrev. Then the major type of the file was found. Using the

major type of the file a node was made of the USB hardware with the OS by using

mknod/dev /addrr.c254. After making the node the node of the OS to the hardware was
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bound by using binding command advdevice-bind. After binding the device with the OS

hardware-hardware contact part is done. Now the Linux OS is ready for getting analog data

through the channels of the DAQ card. The binding process is shown in the flow chatt

below.

Figure 2.73 : P rocedures of Linux-DAQ communication

After making the communication between Linux and DAQ it needs to make

communication vdth the process of Linux to obtain analog data through the hardware

channels. For that it is necessary to communicate with the device node that was made within

the Limrx OS.

For obtaining analog data as input several functions were used given by the DAQ card

manufacturer. First the device is opened to make it ready for starting data obtaining process.

There is a function named DRV_DeviceOpen which actually makes the device ready for

work. This function has two parameters where one is a utility of advdevice_bind and another

is a pointer. Calling up the function makes sure if the device is successfi.rlly opened or not. If

it opens successfirlly, it will retum ouput or otherwise will generate an error.

After opening up the device, it is configured for obtaining the analog data correcdy.

For obtaining the analog data specific channel and a gain code need to set up. This function

also has two Parameters where both of them are pointers. One is retrieved from

Ia:atiag module fe RtrilEL4
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DRV_DeviceOpen another is from PT-AIConfig. Last thing is to read analog data from the

sensors via the DAQ. For this pu{pose DRV-AIvoltageIn functions which have two

parameters where both ate pointer have been used. One is retrieved from

DRV_DeviceOpen and another is from PT_AIConfig. List of functions used for this project

are DRV-DeviceOpen, DRV-GetEtrorMessage, DRV-DeviceClose, DRV-AIConfig,

DRVJIVoltageIn. The sofnvare-hardware communication process flow charts are given

below.

Figure 2.1, 4: P r o cedure s o f S o ftware-DAQ Communication

2.19 Interfacing Technique for Real-Time Linux

Results were obtained for $Tindows and Linux but the real-time kemel for Linux was

not available. Therefore the interfacing could flot be done between the RT-Linux and DAQ.

In case of RT-Linux on the availabiJity of real-time kernel the inter process communication

is needed between the real-time ketnel and non real-time GUI done. Real-time thread and

Limrx program need to access the same piece of shared memory so have to connect up to

the same 'tag' by named mbuff.h header file. The mbuff_alloc and mbuff_free funcrions

calls are used as Linux system call function thus need to be called inside the init_module and
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cleanup_module functions respectively, and not called within the thread code itself. To

implement shared memory in RT-Limrx, the following code additions ate made:

o volatile int *variable; / /global declaration of shared variable in both the real

time module and Limrx Program

o variable-(volatile int*) mbuff-alloc("tag name", size); //assign space to the

pointer variable in both the real-time module and Linux Program

o mbuff_free ("tagflame", (void*)variable); //deallocate Process from shared

memory space in both the real-time module and Limrx Program

In this secrion the brief overview of the data acquisition system undet different

operating systems used for the experiments is presented. The interfacing technique between

the DAQ card and operating system is shown. Next section is followed by the conducted

expedments and the test results.

2.20 Experimental Results

The experiments done in this project, techniques used for the experiments and the

result or significance of the experiments are explained in the following section. For the

experiments, two opefating systems Windows XP and Red Hat Linux4 are used where one is

a general purpose operating system and another is soft real time operating system. The

latency for signal processing was found out in both environments.

2.21 Time Measurement Technique for Windows

Measuring time in windows is necessary to find out the time latency of any specified

process. Windows has a perfoffnance counter within it which counts the clock frequency of

windows. If we want to find out the latency of any process we need to count the clock
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frequency in start time and count the clock frequency in the end time. By subtracting start

time clock frequency from end time clock frequency the number of frequency needed for

the process is obtained. After getting the number of frequency we call easily calculate the

time needed for the process by using the formula tjme --1/fuequency. Fot this pu{Pose the

function QueryPerformanceCounter (&value) was used. Windows latency measurement

technique flow chart fot tempetature signal is given below.

Figure 2.15.Time latency measurement steps in windows

2.22 Time Measurement Technique for Linux

To measure time latency in Linux environment a function given by the Limrx developer

is used. The function is gettimeofday which is used to obtain the time of the day. The time

data can be set to micro processor level. This process is simpler than windows because it

does not need to calculate time from frequency rzLther the time is obtained directly from the

function. To use the function gettimeofday we need to include a header fi.le include

<sys/time.h>.
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2.23 Comparison of Latency in Two OS

The latency time both for Windows and Linux was obtained and compared.

Biomedical temperature sensor for the signal processing purpose i.s used and 100 samPles

were taken for each unit of average data fot both in windows and Linux. Process was run for

5 times that means 500 data were taken in windows and Limrx. The average time latency for

both the systems is given below.

TABLE2.2 DEPENDENCY ON RUNNING PROCESSES

From the Table 2.2 a decision about the time latency in lTindows and Linux OS can be

made. It can be seen in the table that each unit which is average of 100 data taken in

windows and Linux are in a rarrge. Fot windows the range is 379-526 microseconds and in

Linux 332-469 microseconds in a certain state of the processot. So the variation of signal

processing time is greater in Windows which is definitely a system drawback. Othet than that

Running processes Windows
(microsecond)

Linux (microsecond)

No process runninq 379 JJZ

5 processed runninq 406 346

10 processed running 434 4'10

15 Drocesses running 526 469
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it was observed some time \Windows take too much time which varied from 3 second to 10

second to read a data which is in general at maximum 469 mictoseconds. That refers to the

uncertainty of Windows signal processing PurPose.
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Figure 2.17: NTindows and Linux time latency variation depending on running Processes
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2.24 Comparison of Time Delay in Windows, Linux and RT-Linux

To show the Comparison of task completion time in \7indows, Linux and RT-Limrx

under multitasking and without multitasking environment, the results were taken from the

robotic arm manipulator experiment done in our lab. In that experiment the total task

compledon time is the time taken by the robotic arm to pick an object and pass it to the

conveyer belt and collect that obiect by anothet robotic arm. It can be seen (fable 2.3) P3]

in case of $Tindows task completion time under multitasking environment is 7.52s and

without multitasking 6.24s. For Limrx task completion time with multitasking is 6.34s and

without multitasking it is 6.0s. But in case of RT-Linux task completion time is 4s. These

results give the verification that RT-Limrx is better than Linux and much better than

Windows.

TABLEZ.3 TO:rA.I.TIN,TE DEL{.Y IN !rINDOWS, LINUXAND RT.LINUX

Vindows (1)

Linux (2)

RT-Linux (3)

7;52s

6.34s

4.0s

6.24s

6.0s

4.0s
. ....:: .: . .

2.25 Temperature Measurement Technique

Temperature measurement can be done in some specific ways. Here a noninvasive

biomedical temperature sensor is used which will give some potential difference (p.d)

according to the body temperature. After the digitization of the taken p.d the temperature of

the human body is shown in a workstation which is in lTindows and Limrx environment.
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The measurement of temperature will be accommodated with other measudng parameters of

animal body through the graphical user interface.

The circuit that was designed is consisting of a 22K resistor, 5V DC power, the temperature

sensor and the data acquisition card.

Figure 2.1,9: The circuit of temperature sensor

Figure 2.20: Lab Setup

2.25.1Test Results

The data table is obtained manually by changing the temperature and measuring the

changing voltage with tespect to the temperature.
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Temperature
(degree)

Respective Voltages

25-46 3.66,3.62,3.58,3.54,3.50 ,3.45,3.39,3.37,3.29,3.24,3.78,3.14,3.70,3.07 ,2.98,2.93

,2.87,2.83,2.81.,2.7 8,2.7 4,2.7 0

T AB,LB, 2.4 TBITPBRAIURE AND CORT.BSPONDING VOLTAGES

By obtaining the temperature versus voltage table data were l

using curve fitting method equation was obtained. The equation

developed software and the equation is, y-0.042x*2.2 where

plotted in MATIAB and

is needed to use in the

y is voltage and x is

temperature.

Figure 2.21: Cvrve fitting for temperature equation

It was obtained that the temperature x= y-3.16/0.042. This equation was used in the

softwate to show temperatue from the sensor. These data arc also saved in a data logger so

that these information can be used for research pulpose if offline mode.
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Fir"..: 
.Ed!.....Fo:::.:3:..... 1k1,.....1:

TIME
07:3O:47.29ro8
07:30:.47.4062
o7:30:47.5156
07:30:47.6254
07:3A:47.7343
07:3A:47.9.437
07:3A:47.9531
o7:30:48.O625
07:30:48.1718

TMP
62.74
63.67
66.97
61.45
69.3
6S.O6

64.77
63.06
67.1

I\NALOG DATA

o.6037902832031 25
o.408935546475
o.4257A83300781 25
o.5so994873046875
o-2a41 14.05234375
o.348O5297451 5625
o.2565002441 40625
o.43426513671475
o.2732n491214937s

Figute 2.22: Ottprtt of Data Logger

2.26 Data Deployment on developed Softrxrare

After getting the equation x= y-3.16/0.042 where x= temperature and y=voltage, the

equation was used in our developed software to get voltage and temperatu.re shown in

Graphical User Interface (GUI). Voltage and temperatwe is also shown in a graph. The

temperature graph shown in the GUI has been given below.

Figure 2.23:Temperature shown in GUI
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2.27 Experiments with ECG Sensor

Elecftocardiogram records the electrical activity of the heart. Signal is received from

human/animal obiect through ECG electrodes. Three leads ECG sensor is used. The

received signal is passed to the signal processing circuit to make necessary amplification and

noise removal. The ECG signats were genetated from ECG simulator and the outPut is

displayed in rligital oscilloscope @i*te 2.24).

Figure 2.24The Circuit of ECG Sensor and ECG output

Figure 2.25 ECG Stgnal Processing Circuit

The signal processing circuit consists of AD624 amplifier. Diode protections were

added to the input of the amplifier (Figure 2.25). Fnally for filtering high frequency signal, a

low pass filter is used.
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In this chapter a details about biosignal processing system along with diffetent

experimental results are presented. Time measurement technique along with the results is

shown in Windows and Linux environment. Latency time is calculated and compared.

Experiments on ECG are done and the result is displayed on digital oscilloscope. Next

chapter will discuss about the theoretical analysis of the time delay of sampled data

acquisition system.
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Ch apter 3

TIME DEIAYA]\ALYS$ Otr SAMPLED DATA

SYSTEM

3.l lntroduction

The increasing use of PC hardware is one of the most important develoPments in

high-end embedded system. In the real-time servo Biomedical System loop the controlled

variable is sampled (A/D) at a suitable constant based sampling rz;te and control algorithm

uses this information to compute a new control action which is reconstructed p/A) at a

faster rate (integer multiple of based sampling rate) and applied to the continuous servo

plant (Figute 3.1). Complexity arises when time delays are introduced over a communication

control network, where the signal is sampled and then sent to the controller node. For an

example when the communication is considered over a field bus whete the signal sampling

rate is higher than the sampling rate of the controller and the signal is sent to the controller

node. Due to the sampling and synchrorizaion of the signals between the I/O device (ADC

and DAC) and the controller, a delay variation may occur, which affects the petformance of

the system.
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3.2 Time Delay of Sampled Data System

A sampled-data system is a control system in which continuous-time is controlled

with a digitat device. Under periodic sampling, the sampled-data system is time-varying but

also periodic. Time delays are inftoduced ovet a communication control network, where the

signal is sampled and then sent to the controller node. This system is called sampled data

system. The system block diagram with different delays at different layer is given below. This

set up will gve the system with varying time delays fiom sensors to the comPuter, i.e., the

variation of control delay which is the time from when the measurement signal is sampled till

it reaches ths digital signal processor (DSP). These delay sources are combined together and

gives the total time delay for the system. It will be shown in the next topics how this delay at

each layer contributes to the system.

L'CI de*'ice C*ntr*ll*r

Figure 3.1 System Block Dragrarnwith Different Source of Delays

In the data acquisition module (Figure3.1), after sensor receiving the signal, the signal

is transferred to the ADC. One delay is coming when the signal is sampled in the ADC and

the sampled output is copied into memory m1. Here the delay is tr.. After that the data is

transferred from m1 to the memory of the computer m2. During this transfer the field bus

delay is T5,,,. Then t.. gives the computational delay. For the close loop case, the signal will

go to the actuator causing delay t." at DAC. Thus all source of delay can be accumulated as,

T,o,ol =Tsc +tcc +Tbus+Tca
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This sampled data systems are divided into diffetent levels. The top level is considered in the

data acquisition part (ADC/DAC). Memory device and field buses are considered as higher

level and the controller is considered as lower level '0'.

3.2.1Timing Diagtam of the System

Timing diagram of typical cycle in a partal synchronous loop is shown in the Figure

below. a)

lr)

c)

{r}

e)

o

C alEii-uoLtB &irar.! alr'st€.ra

i::,-----34......*i
:

Figure3.2 Timing Diagram of the System

In the diagram 1" the contiriuous time signal that is to be processed is shown. Then the

signal is A/D converted which is the value coresponding the value of memory m1 (Figure

3.1). Then the signal is sent to the DSP using field bus. One delay is there. After that the

signat will go to the DAC through the freld bus. The total delay thus is t6.

3.2.2 Time Delay in Defrnite Synchrcnous System

For the simplicity two layers are considered and time delays are observed for three

different cases [34, 35, 36). Here the 1" layer (in this case layer '0') is doing the necessary

computation to produce output and another layer (ayer '1') is taking the sample from the

experimented object. In the first case the sampling time \=h,, in the second case holh,

where the layer 0 sampling tirne is greater than layer 1 which cause reject sampling and finally
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h0Sh1, the sampling time in layer 0 is less than layer 1, which cause vacant sampling in layer 0.

Delays in a two layer system are Presented below in the diagram.

Figure 3.3 Delays in a Definite Synchtonous System with Two Layers

3.2.2.1 Time Delay on Layet i

Following the example above it can be said that if any signal enters at 
^ny 

level at time

qhiand leaves that level at time &hi+ hlt, total time delay for sampling is \h; where \is a

positive integer. Thetefore on layer L &ottom layer) the delay is rL=

krh1............ (,

Now two cases cari be considered. First, the delay in layer i is less than the sampling interval

of layer i* 1, tr<\*1. Now t, is drifting in relation to ht_, due to the different sampling rates.

Thepossibilities thatr; fallswithinasamplingperiodof layeri*1 is, (h,*r-r,)/hiip7,38).

Therefore the delay atlayer i+1 is (hn,-r; )/ hn, This gives

In that case the delay at layer i*lwould be r;= hi*r . . . . . (i')

Now let's consider the second case where r- 2h;+7. . . (i")

Rcj cdad s,$prc
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This occurs if and only if a sampling time in layer i+7 falls in the interval t;. Thus probabiJity

of delay for this case is:

P(\*, =2)=
ri

h^
(r0

Figure 3.4Ttme Delay on layer i*1 when r,(h,*,.

Now a longer time delay whete ri>h*r, then the delay is written as r, = nh,r, + r,

and the delay at layet i*1 is r,t, = nh,*, + h,*, . (19

Figure 3.5 Time Delay on layer i*1 when r,)hi*,

Analogously to (ii) and (iii) and replacing ti by n gr-r.t,

{n + 1)/r;*1
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3.2.2.2 Example to filustate Definite Syncfuonous Model

Let's consider the sampling time t1 -ht =264>hz =260 ms. From equation (iv) the

delay is found 520 or 780 ms. The probabilities for the two delays now can be calculated

from (v), and (vi).

P(t":520): #:.ea46

P(tn :734;: 
*: -015

Now if we consider ri =hi =260<hz =264ms, in that case the delay will be 264 ms or

528 ms. The probabilities for the two delays can now be calculated from equation (ii) and

(t,t)

p(ri:2.u4): *: .os

P(r.:s-8)- ffi-.ero*

3.2,3 Possible l{umbet of Delay ia a Pattial Synchtonous System

The system where both input and output have the same sampling rate but do not

occur at the same time is defined as partial synchronous system. The system considered in

my work is a partial synchronous system. There is constant time difference in the partial

synchronous system which is called as phase difference. If the constant phase difference

between the inputs and outputs 9, is introduced for the higher level, delays of the partially

synchronous systems are shown in Figure 3.6 below:

kwelLz

buef,LE

t--*(A tout@

Figure 3.6 Random Access Delays for aparnal synchronous system; (i) k=0, (ii) k=, 1(iii) k=2
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If a signal enters the layer t+7 at time q, and the corresponding signals exist the layet

too, then the delay in layer i*1 is, ri*r=h*rh'*r*0,*,.... ...."'(L')

Let's consider the case where ri(hi*r. Based on the idea of definite synchronous model the

probabilities of delay was found that,

P(hr,:o): A#

hr*,-1,,"-*l
P(la*,:a)- h^

P(18*1 :2)- -"*"

For the case t,)h,*, using the same idea in definite synchronous system the probability of

delay can be written as:

p(\.,:-): a# (-ii)

PQ{*1 :n-r1): ''"'- I:"' - nl (viii)
h ,_,

P(1E*1 :n.-z): 
";:* 

.... (i-)

3.2.3.1loining Levels

The possible delays on layer L, the bottom layer are given by kLhL+01. The probability

for any one k is the additive conditional probabilities for all time delay in the layer above.

Thus the total probabiJity is written as:

''l ;1il'=;'li ;;, ;;l;,l-!;; li1.,,
t P(,ti+r = rt, ri = Zhi+r * Aial)P(ri = Zhi+r + 0r+.)

t...

3.2.3.2 Exaaple to fllusttate Partial Synchtonous Model

Let's consider the sampling time hr=264>h, =260 ms,0r.=160 ms and 0z =180 ms.

First layer f. is considered. There are two possible time delays in layer 1, 0rand 0,*h,. Ftom

equation (i") the delay is found 160 or 424 ml The probability from this delay can be

calculated from equation vii and viii.
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P(t, :g;- P(tr:f($): ffi-.UOU

P(t, :orthr): P(t, -42+)- ffi: =rZe

Now the possible time delay in layer 2 correspondent to 180 ms and 440 ms due to the fust

value of t; and 440ms and 700ms due to second value of t, .Thus from (vii),(viii)and (ix) we

get,

p(r" :1ss;-P(h*, :o I f,:a6o)P(1uo): ' "or;3 
uo : .o76e x.606 - .r.466

P(r . : 44o) :P (lr*. : r I r. : 1 6 o)P(r.: 16 o) -f P(lt*. : I I q: a22)P G,: 424)

: 
[260- 

lt99- 160 l- ooo]* tg9=_L*Fl31-!-.=e=e] -.55e+ .c.2424 -.sa32

I>(r i : zoo):p(rs*, :z I r.:424)p(a.: +24): o'1;]o*o * 
=e3s - .36s 6

3,2,3.3 Maximum Tine Delays fotPartial Synchtonous Systen

There is no time delay on layer 0, on layer 1 there are two possible time delays and on

layer 2 there are four possible time delay. Thus for each delay on a particular time delay there

are two possible time delays on the layer below. Thus for layer L there are 2lpossible time

delay.

3.2.3.4 Example tu filustrate Time delay fot the ptoposed System

o Probable Time Delay fot ECG Signal

Let's consider ECG signal. As we know the bandwidth for ECG signal is .05 Hz-150

Hz, the sampling frequency must be gteater than twice the bandwidth according to Nyquist

criterion. Now if the sampling time taken by DAQ for the ECG signal Qevel 2) is hr= 3 ms

(Assuming sampling frequency 300 Hz) and the sampling time of computer is h,= 2 ms then

the delay (equation i' and i") will be 3ms or 6ms. The probabilities of this delay can be found

from equation ii and equation iii as,
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P (to=3 ms) = ?=J=.r,

P k,=6ms) = ?=.66
\u13

Now if the sampling time of the computer (level 1) is 5 ms then the total delay can be found

from equation (iv) is 6 ms or 9 ms. The probabilities of this delay can be found ftom v and

vi as,

p (to=6 ms) = 
qi2 =)=.tt

5-?
P (t,=9 ms) = 

- ' 
=.66\o , aJ

Now let's consider additional delays are inserted into the system which can be due to noise.

Let's take 0,=1 ms arrd 0r=4 ms. Then the two possible time delays are 1 ms and 6 ms

(equation i") and the probability of this delay is (vii and viii)

P (r'=7 ms) - I 
=.2\q , 

5

P k,=6ms) = 
5-l 

=.8\u , 
5

Possible time delays in layer 2 corresponding to 2 ms and 7ms due to fust value of to and 12

ms due to second value of ro. From ("ii,tiii and ix) we get,

P (ro=6 ms) = !1*.2=1x.2=.2

p (to=7 ms) =[*+-r" ,.+t],.t)=o*.ze =.za

A_L
P (to=1.2 ms) = "- 'x.8=.53
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o Ptactical Time Delay Calculation

Practical Data was found by sending data to the computer via data acquisition card and

receiving the same data via DAC and then the total time delay was calculated.

Practically the delay was found as 78.6-1,7.6+4.12 =3.12 ms.

Figure 3.7 Digital Oscilloscope Output of Total Time Delay

o Ptobable Time Delay fot Oxygen Satutation Measutement Signal

Let's considef oxygen saturation measufement using pulse oximeter. If the sampling

rate of ADC is 1nr=29 ms (sampling frequency 50 Hz) and the sampling time of computer is

hr=15 ms then the delay from equation i' and i" is either 15 ms or 30ms [24]. Then the

probabilities of delay can be found from equation ii and iii as,

p k,=75ms) = 
(20-15) 

= 5 
=.25'2020

p k,=30ms) =E=.75\u , 20

Now if the sampling time of computer is 25 ms then the delay will be 40 ms or 60 ms and

the probabilities for the delay can be found from v and vi as,

P (to=40 ms) = 4+4=*=.rt

5l

6 13,4m5 !



p (t,=60 ms) = 
25-20 = 5 .=25'2020

Now let's consider additional delays are inserted into the system which can be due to noise.

Let's take 0r=10ms and 0r=156s. Then the two possible time delays are 10 ms and 35ms

(equation i") and the probability of this delay is (vii and viii)

p (t,=10 ms) = 
l0 

=.+\u , 
25

P k,=35ms) = 
25-10 

-.6\u , 
25

Possible time delays in layer 2 corresponding to 15 ms and 35ms due to firstvalue of to and

55 ms due to second value of t6. From (vii,viii and ix) we get,

P (t,=15 ms) = 
12-10 x.4=.1x.4=.04\q , 20

p k,=35ms) =[tzo-l 
tz-lol x.4+ 20-l l5-35 | 

".6] = +.36+0 =.36\u ' L 20 20 l

P (to=55 ms) = 
15{t.6=.6

Similarly for all channels this delay can be calculated separately. For respiratory :iz;te

and aortic Pressure measurement the sampling frequency is 50 Hz and 60 Hz respectively.

This delay will be added with the computation delay where RT-Linux solution is proposed to

guarantee the hard real-time requirement.

Another thing need to be examined is the aliasing effect. Aliasing effect will occur if

the sampling time is less than the ADC conversion time. The ADC conversion time is

(1/clock frequency). For the USB-4716 DAQ card the clock frequency is 10 MHz. The

ADC conversion time i. = .f =.l ps which is much less than the sampling time taken by
lxl0u

ECG (3 ms) and oxygen saturation (20 ms). So aliasing effect will not occur.
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In the discussion above, time delays for the sampled data system ts analyzed. It was

seen that the theoretical maximum occurs when the phase of the input and the output layers

al7 are synchronized. It can be seen that the maximum time delay is doubled the added value

of all layers other than the layer 0. A possible delay in layer 0 is then added which is the

computational delay. It was found that there is two possible time delay for the delay in layet

above. Example is shown for the time delay ECG and oxygen saturation signal and aliasing

effect is anilyzed.. Now the question arises how the delay is affecting the system and how to

solve the problem?

3.3 Effect of Time Delay on Sampled Data System

System performance can be adversely affected by the presence of delays p4,35) in the

loop. In fact small ot large delays and their associated phase lag provide unwanted oscillation

in the system response, which may even lead to instability. The reason for such delays can be

due to sensor characteristics, insufficient processing speed, or communication lags etc. Other

delays that can also be inherent in the process are neglected. The varying time delay in

computing and ttansmitting the control output and its negative effects on real-time control

systems are classified into delay and loss problems. The non zero time varying delay shorter

than the sampling interval yields the delay problem and the delay greater than the sampling

interval cause loss problem. Due to the time delay some effors occurs in the system such as

Jitter, transient effors which is discussed below.

3.3.1litter

Jitter can be defined as time variations in actual start times of actions as opposed to

stipulated start times. Jitter depends on clock accvracy, scheduling algorithms and computer

hardware architecture. One related issue connected to scheduling is intentional changes in

sampling period. Tlpica\ the iitter change at each sampling interval. For a pardcular system
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load, if the system is reasonably predictable, it should be possible to determine the values

that the sampling interval actually takes. If the jitter is known beforehand, its effect can be

analy zed and compensated.

3.3.2 Ttansient Enorc

Transient errors occur due to loss or corruption of signals during communication. It

has increased data delay therefore time variations are introduced in the system. To recover

from such errors, one way is to detect loss of measurement (vacant sampling) and predict

the output of the process. Another serious ettor, a temporary blackout refers to transient

fault which cause the system to behave in an unpredicted way (for example, no action or

erroneous action) for some period of time. In safety issues it is impotant to consider these

problems and appropriate measures need to be taken.

Many tesearch wotks have been done on the effect of time delay on the performance

of sampled data system. In paper [39] the stability and worst case performance of network

embedded system is analyzed for sampled data control system. Analysis is done considering

both input and output jitter and for pure output jitter conservativeness of a previously

stability theorem for pure output jitter was reduced and stabiJity criterion is developed based

on small gain theorem.

In other researches paper 140,411it is shown the effect of communication delay can

strongly affect the stability and performance and the network experience higher level of data

drop out and corruption due to noise, interference etc. and the relationship bet'ween

performance degradation and feedback delay is shown.

In the paper 142) effect of computational delay on the performance of hybrid ACC is

shown. The computational delay effect the hybrid control system in terms of peak error,
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RMSE and control energy and a computational delay compensator was applied with the

controller.

This paper [43] proposes a scheme for real time feedback controller taking the effect

of deadline missing of the controller due to delay and uncertainity of the plant due to time

delay cause system failure.

Keeping this constraints in mind a controller need to be designed to control the

stability of the system and. In next chapter mathematical modeling of the controller will be

shown with necessary example.
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4.1

Ch apter 4

MATHA/TATICAL MODEL OF SAMPIED DATA

COAITROL SYSTEM

Introduction

Sampled data systems are hybrid systems, involving both continuous time and

disctete time signals. Such a system opetates in continuous time but some continuous time

signals are sampled at cefiain time instants (usually periodically), yielding discrete dme

signals. Before designing any sophisticated sampled data system (such as automatic heart

pump for anmal/human) it is important to design the controller which will take necessary

action to minimize the eror of the system and maintain the stability of the system caused

by time delay. To design the controllet the mathematical model need to be analyzed. As

discussed in previous chapters that the system proposed is having multiple input and

multiple ouQut yielding MIMO system. In this chapter first single input system with two

rates is considered and then using lifting technique two rates is converted into single rate

and finally mutilate input output system is shown.
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4.2 Automatic Heart Pump Sampled Data Control System

An example is given below to show the biomedical automatic heart Pump control

system. Sensor receives the information about patient heart beat and sends this information

to controller. Based on the control, decision this signal is sent to the motor which then

rotates according to the set speed by the controller. The controller has another iob of

maintaining the stabiJity of the system by calculating the time delay.

Figure 4.1 Automatic Heart Pump Control Systems

The mathematical representation of above biosignal processing system is below:

Figure 4.2Mathematical Representation of Automatic Heart Pump Control System

Here, 1 = srgnal to be controlled = w-d,in this case, w=r

l, - d,f
y= measured signal input to the digital .orrt oil., = 

| 

a, ' 
Ile' I

w= exogeflous input consisting of reference commands such as ftom sensors, noise
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u= cofltrol input= outPut of the digital controller

IC= controller

W and u are input and output of the controller.

The continuous time plant Gc is defined as follows.

la B- B*l
G-(,): I c, D* D,* 

I

l"r, D""- 4* )
H tl(Z) - Z,( R').u.: I{v ,tt(kh + t) : v(k).O <t < h

S: Z(R) + l(Z).Y : si,.Y (k) : Y(kh\

*(t ) - Ax( t ) + B *w( t ) +- B*"u.( t )
y"(t ) -Cu.x(t )-+ Dr"**{t)
z( t.1* c!:r( t )'t- D*-u*{ t )

For the sampled data controller problem the equivalent discrete time reptesentation of the

plant dynamics and average measurement are as follows:

*d 1 k + t I * Ad xd 1 k 1+ wd ( k ) + Bd fi( b )

i'"(k)-cdrd(k)

A sampled-data system cafl be decomposed into four components. These

components are shown in Figure 4.3 (a), ate: the plant, which is to be controlled, the

analogue-to-digrtal (A/D) converter, the digital device that implements the controller, and

the di gital-to-analogue (D/A) converter.

(b)

Figure a3 @): Sampled-data controller components (b) Matherrratcal representation
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The plant in sampled-data control systems is the continuous-time device to be

controlled. The output of the plant, which it is to be controlled, is called the controlled

variable. A regulator is one type of sampled-data control system and its Purpose is to

maintain the controlled variable at a preset value (animal heart rate, cardiac flow tate etc) ot

the process at a constant value. This input is known as the teference or set point. The

second type of sampled-data system is a servomechanism whose purPose is to make the

controlled variable follow an input variable.

The analogrr.-1e-digital (A/D) converter changes the sampled signal into a binary

number so that it can be used in calculations by the digital compensator. The word length

(number of bits of resolution) of the A/D converter limits the fundamental precision of the

control system as well as determines its maximum speed of operation. Tlpical word lengths

arc 70-72 bits but greater precisions arc available for some applications. For example, a 10-

bit A/D converter quantizes the analogue signal into 210, or 1.024, discrete levels, which

approximately 0.7o/o resolution. The conversion of a continuously valued signal into one of

2" allowed values creates the equivalent of an additive noise called quantization noise. The

word length of the A/D and subsequent computations is selected to keep this noise to an

acceptable level. The A/D convetter also sets the maximum speed of operation of sampled-

data control system since it takes some time, usually microseconds, to effect the conversion.

The Nyquist criterion requires that a system be sampled 
^t 

grcater than twice its maximum

frequency component to in order to propedy represent a signal. Since the A/D converter is

used to convert plant feedback signals, it is the dynamics of the plant, which determine the

minimum sampling rute and this is reflected in this section of the A/D convetter conversion

speed. Typical practical sampling rates are 8 to 10 tirnes the maxirnum plant frequency. The

mathematical representation of the A/D converter is the ideal sampler, S (Frgure 4.4). It
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periodically samples y(t) to yield the discrete-time signalty(k ). Let ft denote the sampling

period. Thus

r/( k ) := y( kh ).In general, y(t ) and t//( k ) are both vectors, of the same dimension.

The digrtal controller shown in the typical sampled-data control system of Figure

7.1 takes the digitized value of the analogue feedback signals and combines them with the set

point or desired tajectory signals to compute a digital control signal to actuate the plant

through the D/A converter. A controller is used to modify the feedback signals in such a

way that the dynamic performance of the plant is improved relative to some performance

index. In Figure 4.2, Kd is a finite-dimensional @D), [neat time-invariant GTI), causal,

discrete-time system. Its input and output at time k arc ty( k ) and v( k ) .

Since a digrtal controller computes the control signal used to drive the plant, a

digital-to-analogue @/a; converter must be used to change this binary number to afl

analogue voltage. The mathematical representation of the D/A converter is the hold

operator, l/ €rg"t. 4.3). It converts thd discrete-time signal v into the continuous-time

signal u(t) simply by holding it constant over the sampling intervals. Thus, u(t)=v(k)

for kh<t <(k+1)h. S and H are synchronized, physically by a clock. They are ideal

system elements: S instantaneously samples its input; the output of H instantaneously

i*pt at the sampling instants.

Sampled-data control systems are designed by first developing a mathematical model

for the plant or process to control. From this model, inherent capabilities can be computed

and performance deficiencies identified. A sampling rate can be selected and a conftoller

designed through well-established procedures in order to meet the desired performance

measufe.
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^EZX\Tfr*'
Figure 4.4: Approaches fot the design of a discrete-time controller fot a continuous-time

Pfocess

Controllers can be designed (Figure 4.4) etther through a direct digital approach

operating on sampled-data signals, or they can be designed as continuous systems and then

converted to sampled-data systems with some trial and effor required in both cases to meet

the desired performance goals.

4.3 Inter sample Behavior of SampledData System

Figure 4.5: A Sampled Data Tracking System

Let's consider the plant, c.(s) =

and the reference input r is the unit step. The goal is that the plant output 'y' should rack

input 'r' optimally.

To design the controller the plant need to be discretized fust. Let's take the sampling

period h=1s which is much smaller than the time constants of the plant (10 and 25s). The

discretized plant has the transfer function:

.Dtrect S-D
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2.0960xrc-3 ).(). + 1.0478)G,e)=0 ""' - q. - Lo4o81g, - r.ro52)

I o.sozs - o.oo37 I o.s:zs ]
I o.rrrt o.ee8l Io.or, I=L------mdad-l---]

And the discretized systemis shownin figure .Here p=Sr,€ =Se and V = Sy. Since

r is the continuous time unit step, p is the disctete time unit step, 10. The optimal ttacking

problem is to design and LTI .Krto achieve internal stabiliry and minimizellell, . This

performance critedon ignores intersample behavior llell, could be small and yet llell,

could be large. This is an important point and it will be analyzed later. The formula for Ko is,

i,. =--3-" 1- Goq

The transfer function fuom p to e is l-GoA

Thus e(2) =lt - Gd\)il1z)1l
l-/t

So 4(2) = 1+ (r - DAJD,AJD

And then i1.t1= t, -irQ,

where i,t l"t = 
t - c o\1), ir())=GoQ)' t- ).

The tjme domain equation is a = (4 -TrQ)a

whete o is the unit impulse. The problem is in the standard form namely,

i(0

Figure 4.6 State Space Realization of the System
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Now bring inrcahzaton of T, andTr,

i,1t"1=t*,,l#]

i,r)=l*l*)
The induced realization fot

Since, Drz=0 But,

ll"lll = lhtoll' .ll"ll;

If edenotes the state of G*o,then € = Cr€ + Drra

So e(0) = D|at(0)

Hence llrll; = lla,,ar1o;ll' + llell]

And an equivalent optimization problem is to minimizell;ll,

For r(>Owe have
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c-at- --1b

= C/€ + CrBrw + CrBrv

Thus the equivalent problem pertains to the generalized plant

I ^ | ,, B, ll
I c ,Ale ,8,- c o, ll

i o | , o ll
In this case, the values are

c,A = [- o.oo:z - 0.0040 - 0.0037 - 0.00401

C rB, = 0.9981

CrB, = -0.0019
M =(CrBr)'(CrBr)

=3.6451x 10{ 66

Io.tozs -o.oo37 o o 
1. 10.9325 0.9981 0 0 I

A-B2M-'BiCiCtA=l .^^. ---l-2"' -z-'-'-- 
| 
-1.8219 -1.9500 -0.9544 -1.9538 

|

L-o.e32s -o.e98l o o I

The latter matrix is singular; the generalized eigen problem for the sympletic pair is,

x =oo,o
r = -(M + BlrxB,)-' @;x,s + B'rC'rc rA)

= [- r.essr - z.osn - 1.es38 - 2.0911 ]
ro = -(u + B'rxB r)-t(a'rxB r+ BicictB)

= 522.7759

From theot"^' d,e) =lL+!-1"":'tl
By back

i,1t"1 =

substitution the value of I! the optimal conttoller is,

- 477 .1019 (). - t .1052 )( ). - t .0408 )
(). + 1.0478 )(1. - r)

The plant K, contain the pole at),=l required fot step tracking. In addition it cancels all

thestablepolesandzetosof Go.Forthiscontrollet,thesamplederror 6istheirnpulsee -60.T-l'r"
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FutSupkr

discretized system has a deadbeat response, the plant output {,r requiring only one discrete time step (I s in real

time) to reach its final value. The simulated output o[ the giveo system is given in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Effect of Slow and Fast Sampling

As it can be seen from the graph from if the signal is sampled at the samPling

frequency of the sampler it shows ripple in the system. To solve this ripple problem signal

is sampled with a frequency faster than the frequency of the controller. And the new

controller can solve the ripple problem (as shown in graph). And the fast discretized

controller is,

kdQ') =
-488 .85 Q - 1.1052 )()" - 1.0408 )

Q. + t .3955 )( ). - r)

But it causes the multi rate in the system and the presence of multi rate in the system

which makes the system time vaiant. Moreover multi rate in the system cause

synchronization problem among input, output and controller and thus affect the system

performance. To solve this problem lifting technique is used which converts the multi tate

system into single rate afld make the system time variant.

4.4Lifting Techniques for Periodic Systems

The notion of lifting consists of the ffansformation of a periodic system to an

equivalent discrete-time shift invariant one. That in turn enables the use of the tools of linear

time-invariant systems theory for the analysis of periodic systems. The lifting technique is a

very important developmental tool. There are two types of lifting, discrete-time and
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continuous-time. Here the system analysis is done in discrete time. Therefore discrete time

lifting technique is applicabl. 1441.

4. 4. 1 Dis ue te-tim e lifting

Discrete-time Iifting is commonly used in multi-rate signal processing . By using Iifting

ofre can convert a multi-rate periodic system to a single-rate system. Lifting can be done in

two ways: either slow rate sampling can be transferred into fast rate or fast rate sampling can

be transferred into slow rate. Here, the signal V is considered with its fast sampling period

h/N, and so the lifted associate ! can be referred to periodft. Thus the dimension of the

lifted signal v is N times that ofV. There exists the inverse of lifting which is causal but

time-varying and is defined below.

I-iltingl :

-_ I_a

Ilar".erse I-ittingl :

tru

---- T ,-lLd

Figure 4.8 Block diagram for discrete-time lifting

Now if the plant input and output are discretized using fast discretizaion (as slow

discretization cause inter sample ripple in the system), it can be shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.9 Fast discretization of SD system
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Figure 4.9 displays a multi-rate SD system and the generalized plant G, is continuous-time

fast discretizedltnear time invariant (FDLTI) system with

ll B* B,"l
ll

G,(s): I c, D* D,u" 
I

l'r, Dr"* Dn,,,)

and the controller rK, is discrete-time FDLTI. Samplers "l and Jr are periodic of Periods /

al:d h/N, respectively, and synchronized vrith them correspondingly are hold device H and

Hr. This is an example of N-periodic systems for which the output shifts by N samples if

the input does. Similar to the pure sampled-data case, discrete lifting can be used to associate

an LTI system to this periodic system. First absorb the samplers and holds into the plant C.

and then introduce the discrete-time lifting operator and its inverse in this setup to get the

setup in Figute 4.10. The system fuom o to ( rs a single rate system.

Figure 4.10 Two rate discrete system with lifting

Absorbing the lifting and its inverse into P as in Figure 4.11 where

,,:l' ,),1'' ,l

E
<- --r--

t--
:

a,

J- K--,
Single-rate lifted system
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4.5 The Structure of Multi-Rate System

A general MRSD feedback system, 21G", HXS ] to be considered in this section is

shown in Figure 4.11. The plant G, is FDLTI continuous-time system and the multi-rate

sampled-data controlle r HI{*S is linear and causal, where rK, is the discrete-time controller. It

is synchronized with -f and Ff such that it inputs a value from the z-th channel at ames ll'ft

and outputs a value to theT:1[ channel 
^t 

Ky'. A real number ] is a basic sampling interval, /is

the least corrunon multiple and L;, K, are positive integers with -t and H the multi-rate

sampler and hold (zero-order) respectively.

-t : = diag lSo,o, Sr,o... So,,n] J=S-y,: il\=-y,t(/Lil, i= 1,2... i'and

Here, output vector, ),= bn,...Jl'and input vectof, u,= [ua,..., o,J'are condnuous-time

H : = dtagl H*,7,, H*,r... H*ro).,,= U u : ur(k(K/)+t)= u/k), 0.tKy', j= 1,2... i'

trigure 4.72: M,alr,-rate sampled-data system (periodic)

The continuous-time plant G" of Figure 4.1,2 is supposed to have the following partition,

signals and output vectot,Jr = b,,...,fir and input vector u = [u,,..., rJ' are discrete-time

signals.

t=
I

1,,
I

I

! u

l-----1---

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

l;,1=lZ ?;;11:"1
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Assume that the transfer matrix from u,to7, is suicdy proper which guarantees the existence

of closed-loop transfer matrix. Then the state-sPace description of G" with Dr"u" = 0 it,

I i(,t1 I o B* r,. l[ x(r) I
I ,Q) l= I . " Dn D*"ll w(r) 

I

Ly" (rll lc ," D ,.* o j[a. tr)l

where, x(t)e9t', w(t)en', u(t)efr'and z(t)ef.p'arethestatevector,disturbance

input, control signal input and controlled output respectively. In genetal, the state space

rcahzaaon of G.is, [.l B_ 4. Ic,{s}= lc- D* D_" 
i

Lc,. D'* D,*.1

Let L,be the continuous-time lifting operator (where c=lh) lr.appns a continuous signal

to a discrete sequence taking values lfl 12 [0, ,).If \ thep fold and L,the m fold discrete-time

lifting opefatof' 
Nr.rrr*.isaua: ,,**u;;rttr:
S :: diag I SaE_ S -,* ",... S-,^ I

-r, '- .Slp . : )rt (lt: y-, (lL,h\. I -.1..},,..-i'

## x,;;;,,1:^,',*,-o <, < k"h. i : a.L i
Lp.- diat 1,.LFr---..- LT;j

'::';- t-;.. ;'"'*-"'
Thus, the multi-rate system of Figute 4.12 is equivalent to single-rate system in Figue 4.13.

zr a- I Glk !r.r,

i;::
:FIi

Figxe 4.72 Single-rate LTI discrete system
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In this chapter the mathematical model of the sampled data system is presented and

the mathematical equation for plant was found. Based on the equation the controller fot the

system can be designed.
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Chapter5

Conc/usion and Future Vork

In this thesis time delay analysis of biomedical data acquisition sampled data system is

presented. Experiment on serisor is done and after proper interfacing with the USB-4716

data acquisition card the signal was shown in the developed GUI. Time delay of an open

loop system is observed under multi tasking environment. It has been observed that the time

delay in hard real-time Linux reduces compared to windows and soft real-time Linux. As in

case of open loop case stability is not a major problem. So for open loop case time delay can

be minimized to some extent by using hard real-time operating system. Although outputs

from two channels are shown, for future work, mote channels will be added.

The effect of time delay was analyzed for closed loop biomedical system. The total

delay of the sampled data system was found both theoretically and practically for ECG and

temperature measurement and it was found that delay in both cases were quite alike. It was

found that in case of closed loop system time delay cause the stability problem and

performance degradation of the system. To minimize the effect of time delay the controller

was needed. A mathematicai modeling of the controller was developed. Discrete time

analysis of the plant is done and Lifting technique was used to convert the multi rate signal

into single rate.
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Possible future works include designing the controller for the system. As the example

given in the system such as automatic heart pump, this sort of higtrty sophisticated

biomedical system's controller designing is a very challenging task. The controller will not

only control the intervened signal sent to human body but also take care of the stability of

the system.
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Aooendices

-

Aooendix A

-

A.1 Code for the GUI in Vindows

using System;

using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using System.IO;

namespace Biome.l-Control-Panel-v2
t

public partial class MainForm : Form

{
intx=0,y=0;
private bool isStop = false;
Bitrnap bmp = new Bitmap(1024,768);
private FileStream fs;
private S tream\Writer file;
GraphForm gf;

public MainFormQ

t
Initializ eC omponentQ ;

)

private void cmdSelectDevice_Click(object sendet, EventArgs e)

{
/ / selectngbetween the different model of usb daq devic (imp)
axAdvAI 1 . SelectDeviceQ;
axAdvAIl.SetValueRange(0, -10, + 10);

rxtDeviceName.Text = axAdvAI 1 .DeviceName;

)

private void cmdRead-Click(object sendet, EventArgs e)

{
urtAlValue.Text = (axAdvAI 1 .DataAnalog).ToStringQ ;

)
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private void timerl-Jick(object sendet, EventArgs e)

{
/ / read analog value

double Temperature = - Math.Round((axAdvAll.DataAnalog - 3.16) / 0.042, 2);

/ / double Temperature = axAdvAll.DataAnalog;
// show graph
if (x >= pictureBoxl.ClientSize.Width) { x = 0; bmp = new

Bitrnap(pictureBoxl.ClientSize.!7idth, pictureBoxl.ClientSize'Ueight); )
//bmp.SetPixel(x, pictureBoxl.ClientSize.Height - (int)(Iemperature * 6),

Color.Blue);
//bmp.SetPixel(x,pictureBoxl.ClientSize.Height-(int)(Iemperature*6+1),

Color.Blue);
//bmp.SetPixel(x, pictureBoxl.ClientSize.Height - (int)(Temperature 'F 6 + 2),

Color.Blue);
//bmp.SetPixel(x**,pictureBoxl.ClientSize.Helght-(int)(Temperaturex6+3),

Color.Blue);
/ / pictweBoxl.Image = bmP;

// Show Temperature and Voltage
txtAlValue.Text = Temperature.ToStringQ a "o C"i
textBoxl .Text = axAdvAIT .D ataAnalog.ToStringO + " V" ;
this. file.Writeline pateTime.Now.ToString(" hh:mm: s s. ffff ') + " \ t" +

Temperature.ToStringQ + "\t" + axAdvAll.DataAnalog.ToStringQ);
gf. s etData (Iemperanrte) ;

)

private void btnStart-Click(object sender, EventArgs e)

{
if (!this.isStop)

{

this.isStop = true;
this.btnStart.Text = "Stop";

this.file = new Stream\Writer("1ogs\\"+DateTime.Now.ToString("dd-MM-yy H-
mm-sstt) + tt.trttt, true);

this. file.lTriteline("TlME\t\ITMP\IANALOG DATA");

gf = new GraphFormQ;
gf.ShowQ;

timerl .Enabled = true;
timerl.StartQ;

)
else
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this.isStop = false;
this.btnStart.Text = "Start";
timerl.StopQ;
this.fi.le.FlushQ;
this.file.CloseQ;

)

private void pictureBoxl-Click(object sendet, EventArgs e)

{

)

)
Graoh form.cs+

using System;
using System. Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponenModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Text;
using System.lTindows.trotms;
using ZedGraph;

namespace Biome.l_Control_Panel_v2

{
public partial class GraphForm: Form

{
private Timer trn;
private PointPairUst list;
private int totallnGnph -- 36;
private GraphPane myPanel ;

private GraphPane myP ane2;

public GraphFormQ

t
InitializeComp onentQ ;

)

private void GraphForm_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)

{
/ / Get a reference to the GraphPane instance in the ZedGraphContol
myPanel = zgT.GraphPane;
myP ane2 -- zg2.GraphPane;
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/ / Set the tides and axis labels

myPanel.Title.Text = "TemPeratufe";
myPanel.XAxis.Tide.Text = "Time, Second";

myPane1 .YAxis.Title.Text = "TemPerature" ;

/ / /*+*myPane.Y2Axis.Tide'Text = "Patameter B";

/ / Set the tides and axis labels2

myPane2.Title.Text = "Demonsttation of Dual Y Graph2";
myPane2.XAxis.Tide.Text = "Time, Second";

myPane2.YAxis.Tide.Text = "ECG";

/ / Make up some data points based on the Sine function
this.list = new PointPairlistQ;
/ / /'B'F'rPoirrtPairlist list2 = new PointPairlistQ;

/* for (int i = 0; i < this.totallnGraph; i++)
{

double 1 = (double)i * 5.0;

double y = Math.Sin((double)i x Math.PI / 15.0) x 16.0;

/ / /***dovble y2 = y * 13.5;

Iist.Add(x, y);

/ / /x<**l1st2.Add( x, y2 );

*)

/ f Generate a ted curve with diamond symbols, and "Alpha" in the legend

Linel tem myCurve = myP ane 1 .AddCurve ("Alpha ",
list, Color.Red, SymbolType.Diamond);

// Fil the symbols with white
myCurve. Symbol. Fill = new Fiil(C olor.White) ;

Lineltem myCurve2 = myP ane2.AddCurve (" Gamma", lis t, C olor.Blue,
SymbolType.Square);

myCurve2. Symbol. Fill = new Fill (C olot.!7hite) ;

/ / /*xx / / Generate a blue curve with circle symbols, and "Beta" in the legend

/ / / ***myCurve = myPane.AddCurve( "Beta",

/ / / ***\st2, C olot. Blue, SymbolType. Circle ) ;

/ / Ftn the symbols with white
/ / /***mycurve.Symbol.Fill = new Fill( Color.V/hite );
/ / Assocrate this curve with the Y2 axis

/ / /***myCurve.IsY2Axis = ffue;

// Show the x axis grid
myPanel.XAxis.MajorGrid.IsVisible = true;
myPane2.XAxis.MajorGrid.IsVisible = tme;

/ / Make the Y axis scale red
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myPanel .YAxis.Scale.FontSpec.FontColor = Color.Red;
myPanel .YAxis.Tide.FontSpec.FontColor = Color.Red;
myPane2.YAxis.Scale.FontSpec.FontColor = Color.Red;
myPane2.YAxis.Tide.FontSpec.FontColor = Color.Red;

/ / /*** / / tum off the opposite tics so the Y tics don't show up on the Y2 axis

/ / / *** myPane.YAxis. Maj orTic. I s Opposite = fals e;

/ / / * * * myPane.YAxis.MinorTic. I s Oppo site = fals e;

/ / Don't display the Y zeto line
myPane 1 .YAxis. Maj orGrid. I s Zeroline = fals e;

myPane2.YAxis. Mai orGrid. I s Zeroline = fals e;

/ / Ahgr, the Y axis labels so they are flush to the axis

myPane 1 .YAxis.Scale.Align = AlignP. Inside;
myPane2.YAxis.Scale.Align = AlignP.Inside;

/ / Manually set the axis range
myPanel.YAxis.Scale.Min = 20;/ / -10;/ / -2;/ / 0;

myPanel.YAxis.Scale.Max = 45;/ / 10;/ / 2;/ / 1,20;

myPane2.YAxis.Scale.Min = -.02; / / -2; / / 0;

myPane2.YAxis.Scale.Max = .02;/ /2;/ / 120;
myPanel.XAxis.Scale.Min = 0;

myPanel.XAxis.Scale.Max = 20; / / 60;
myPane2.XAxis.Scale.Min = 0;

myPane2.XAxis.Scale.Max = 20; / / 601'

/ / /*** / / Enable the Y2 axis display

/ / / ***myPane.Y2Axis.IsVisible = true;

/ / /*** / / Make the Y2 axis scale blue

/ / / *** myPane.Y2Axis. Scale. FontSpec. FontColor = Color. Blue;
/ / / ** * rnyPane.Y2Axis.TitIe.F ontSp ec. FontC olor = C olor. Blue;
// n n off the opposite tics so theY2 tics don't show up on the Y axis

/ / / *** myPane.Y2Axis.Maj otTic. IsOpposite = false;

/ / / *** myPane.Y2Axis. MinorTic. I s Opposite = fals e;

/ / /*** / / Display the Y2 axis grid Iines

/ / / * * * myPane.Y2Axis. Maj orGrid. I sVisible = true;
/ / /"** / / Align the Y2 axis labels so they are flush to the axis

/ / / * * * myPane.Y2Axis. Scale.Align = AlignP. Inside;

/ / Fln the axis background with a gradient
myPane 1 . Chart. FilI = new Fill(C olor.\X/hite, C olor.Ligh tcrzy, a5 .0 f) ;
myPane2. Chart. Fill = new Fill(C olor.\X/hite, C olor. LightGray, 45 .0 f) ;

/ / Add a text box with instructions
TextObj text = new TextObj(

"Zoolr;r: left mouse & drag\nPan: middle mouse & drag\nContext Menu: right
mousett,

0. 0 5 f, 0. 9 5 f, CoordTyp e. ChartFraction, AlignH.Left, AIignV.B ottom) ;
text. FontSpec. S tringAlignment = S tringAlignment. N ear;
myPanel .GraphObjList.Add(text) ;
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myP ane2. GraphObi Lis t.Add(text) ;

/ / Enable scrollbars if needed

zgl.IsShowHScrollBar = true;
zgl.IsShowVScrollBar = truei
zgl.IsAutoScrollRange = true;
zg2.IsShowHScrollBar = true;
zg2.IsShowVSctollBar = true;
zg2.IsAutoScrollRange = true;

// /***zgT.IsScrollY2 = truei

// OPTIONAL: Show tooltips when the mouse hovers over a point
zgl.IsShowPointValues = truei
zgl.PointValueEvent *= new

Z e dG raphControl. P ointValueH andler(IV[yP ointValueH andl er) ;

zg2.IsShowPointValues = true;
zg2.P ointY alueEvent * = new

Z e dG raphControl. P ointValueHandler (1\{yP ointValueH andler) ;

// OPTIONAL: Add a custom context menu item
zgl.ContextMenuBuildsl * = new

Z edG raphControl. C o ntextMenuB uilderEventH andler (

MyC ontextMenuBuilder) ;

zg2.ContextMenuBuildsl * = new
Z edG nphControl. C o ntextMenuB uilderEventH andler (

MyC ontextMenuBuilder) ;

// OPTIONAL: Handle rheZoomEvent
zg7.Zo onBvent * = new ZedGraphControl. ZoomEventFlandletQVlyZoomEvent) ;

zg2.ZoonBvent + = new ZedGraphControl.ZoomEventFlandler(N{yZoomEvent) ;

/ / Size the control to fit the window
SetSizeQ;

/ / Tell.ZedGraph to calculate the axis ranges

// Note that you MUST call this after enabling IsAutoScrollRange, since

AxisChangeQ sets

/ / up the proper scrolling parameters
zgl.AxisChangeQ;
zg2.AxisChangeQ;

// Make sure the Graph gets tedrawn
zgl.InvalidateQ;
zg2.InvahdateQ;

///////////////////
trn = new TimerQ;
trn.Interval = 1000;
trn.Tick + = new EventFlandlerffimer-Jick);
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// tm.StartQ;

///////////////////
)
private void Timer]ick(object sendet, EventAtgs eArgs)

Tt
for (int i= 1;i < list.Count; i++)

list[i - 1] = nev/ PointPair(ist[i - 1].X,listfl.!;
zgl.InvalidateQ;
zg2.lnvabdateQ:'

)

/// <stxnrnary>

/ / / O" resize action, resize the ZedGnphControl to fill most of the Form, with a
small

/// margrn around the outside

/// </ssmmary>
private void Forml-Resize(object sendet, EventArgs e)

t
SetSizeQ;

)

private void SetSizeQ

{
zgT.Locanon = new Point(10, 10);

/ / Leave a small margin around the outside of the control
zg1,.Size = new Size(this.ClientRectangle.Width - 20,

(this.ClientRectangle.Height - 30) / 2);

zg2.Locaion = new Point(10, (this.ClientRectangle.Height - 30) / 2 + 20);

/ / Leave a small margin around the outside of the control
zg2.Size = new Size(this.ClientRectangle.!7idth - 20,

(this.ClientRectangle.Height - 30) / 2);

)

public void setData(double y)

t
if (list.Count ( this.totallnGraph)

{
list.Add((double)list. Count, y) i

for (int i = 1; i < list.Count; i++)
list[i - 1] = new PointPairQist[i].X,,ist[i].Y);

listpst.Count-1] =1sv/ PointPafu ((double) (istpst.Count-2].y) + 1.0, y);

myPane 1 .XAxis. Scale.Min* * ;

myPane 1 .XAxis. Scale.Max* * ;

)
else

t
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myPane2.XAxis.Scale.Min* * ;

myPane2.XAxis. Scale.Max* * ;

)
zgl.InvalidateQ;
zg2.Inva\dateQ;

)

/// <summary>

/ / / Display customized tooltips when the mouse hovers over a point

/// </svnmary>
private string MyPointValueHandler(ZedGraphControl control, GraphPane pane,

Curveltem curve, int iPt)

t
/ / Get the PointPair that is under the mouse
PointPair pt = curve[iPt];

retum cuwe.Label.Text * tt is rr * pt.Y.ToString("n") + " r.rnits at " *
pt.X.ToString("f1") + " days";

)

/ // <s,,tmmary>

/ / / Customize the context menu by adding a new item to the end of the menu

/// </summary>
private void MyContextMenuBuilder(ZedGraphControl control, ContextMenuStrip

menuStrip,
Point mous ePt, ZedGraphControl.ContextMenuObjectState obiState)

t
ToolStripMenultem item = new ToolStripMenultemQ;
item.Name = "add-beta";
item.Tag = "add-beta";
item.Text = "Add a new Beta Point";
item.Click * = new System.EventFlandler(AddBetaPoint);

menuStrip. Items.A dd(item) ;

)

/ // <summary>

/ / / HandJe the "Add New Beta Point" context menu item. This finds the curve with
/ // the Cuweltem.Label = "Beta", and adds a new point to it.
/// </summary>
private void AddBetaPoint(object sender, EventArgs args)

{
/ / Get a refetence to the "Beta" curve IPointlistEdit
IPointlistEdit ip - zg1.GraphPane.Curvelistf'Beta"].Points as IPointlistEdit;
if (ip != null)

{
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double x = iP.Count * 5.0;

doubley= Math.Sin(ip.Count* Math.PI /15.0) * 16.0 x 13.5;

ip.Add(x, y);
zgl.AxisChangeQ;
zgl.RefteshQ;

)
)

// Respond to aZoom Event
private v oid MyZoomEvent(Z edGraphC ontrol control, Z oomState oldState,

ZoomState newState)

{
/ / Here v/e get notification everytime the user zooms

A.2 Code fot Time Measutement in Vindows Console

#include <windows.h>
#include <windef.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include "include\driver.h"

// define total number of sample
const int TOTAL_SAMPLE, = 1OO;

/ *xx**x*x*{.**** **x**r(*r(r<*****r<*
* Local function declaration *
x* r< r< r< X< r< r<X( r< * ** + *+ + x x x x * xX X * * * * * /

void ErorHandler(D!7ORD dwErrCde);
void ErrorStop(ong*, DWORD);

// nme stamp
LARGE_INTE GER StartValue;
I-ARGE-INTEGER E ndValue;
LARGE_INTEGER Frequency;
I-ARGE_INTEGER Interval;
double TempTime;
unsigned long TotalTime;
unsigned long ConsumedTime;

int main(int argc, char *rrg,r[)

t
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DWORD dwErCde;
ULONG lDevNum;
long lDriverHandle;
USHORT usChan;
float fVoltage;

PT-AIVoltageIn ptAlVoltageln;
PT-AIConfig ptAlConfig;

int i;
float Temperatwe;
long TotalTime;
long AvgTime;

/ /Step 1: Show Message

printf("\n\n\nStart: BioMed Control Panel\n");
pdntf(" File : / dev / adv daq0\n") ;

printf("Channel: 0\n");
printf("Range: -* 10 V\n\n");
Sleep(1);

//Step 2: Input parameters
lDevNum = 0;

usChan = 0;

//Step 3: Open device
dwE rrC de = DRV-D eviceOp en (D evNum, &lDriverHandle) ;

if (dwErrCde != SUCCESS) {return 0;}

//Step 4: Config device
ptAlConfig.DasChan = usChan;
ptAlConfig.DasGain = 4;

dwE rrCde = DRV_AlConfig0DriverHandle, &ptAIC onfi g) ;
if (dwErCde ! = SUC CES S) { DRV-DeviceCIo s e (&lDriverH andle) ; retum 0; }

// rcsetTotalTime
TotalTime = 0;

for(i - 0; i < TOTAL-SAMPLE; i++)
{

// startTirr,e

QueryPerformanceC ounter(&StartValue) ;

/ / Step 5: Read one data
ptAlVoltageln.chan = usChan; / / tnput channel
ptAlVoltageln.gain = pu\IConfig.DasGain; / / gatrt code: refer to menual

for voltage range
ptAlVoltageln.TrigMode = 0; / / O:internal trigger, 1: external

ptAlVoltageln.voltage= &fVoltage; //Yoltageretrieved
trigger
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dwErrCde = DRv_AlVoltageln(lDriverHandle, &ptAlVoltageln);
if (dwErrCde ! = SUCCE SS) {DRv-DeviceClose(&lDriverHandle) ; return 0;}

/ / Calc'iate Temperature

/ / Y = .042*X + 2.2 ==)) From MATI-AB graph

Temperature - (fVoltage - 2.2) / 0.042;

// endt:rne

QueryPerformanceC ounter(&EndValue) ;

QueryPerformanceFrequency(&Frequency) ;

// calsiate time consumed
Interval. Qu adP art = EndValue. QuadPart - StartValue' QuadPart;
TempTime = (double) Interval.Qua dP art / (double)Frequency. QuadPart;
ConsumedTime = TempTime x 1000000;

TotalTime *= ConsumedTime;

/ / show Temperature and Time
printf("Temperature: o/o.2f C\n", -Temperature) ;

printf("Voltage: %f V\n", fVoltage);
printf(" C onsumed Time : %olu micro s econd\n\n", C onsumedTime) ;

Sleep(100);

)

// Step 7: Close device
dwErrCde = DRV_DeviceClose(&lDdverHandle) ;

if (dwErrCde != SUCCESS) {return 0;}

l/ calct;/,ate average time
AvgTime = TotalTime / TOTAI-SAMPLE;

/ / show average time
printf(" \ n\ nN umber of Sample s : o/oi\ n", TOTAL-SAMPLE) ;

printf(" C onsumed Time (Average) : %lu micro s econd\ n\ n", AvgTime) ;

retum 0;

\ //matn

A.3 Code for Time Measutement in Linux Tetminal

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include < sys /types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
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#include <fcnd.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include < sys/ioctl.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
#include <termios.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include (Advantech/advdevice.h>

#include <sys/time.h>

// define total number of sample

int TOTAL-SAMPLE = 100;

// nmr- stamp
struct timeval StartTime;
struct timeval EndTime;

int main(int atgc, char *"tgrr[)

{
PT-AIConfig AlConfig;
PT-AIBinaryIn AlBinaryIn;
PT_AIVoltageIn AlVoltageln;
PT-AIScale AIScale;
unsigned short wdata;
unsigned short channel;
unsigned short gain;
unsigned int buffer;
float voltage = 0;

char *filename = NULL;
char err_msg[100];
int ret;
int fd;
int i;
float Temperature;
ulong TimePassed;
ulong TotalTime;
ulong AvgTime;

// 'trnnil settings
filename - " f dev f advdaqO";

channel = 0;'_/
gaJn - +;

/ / show message
printf(" \n\n\ nStart: BioMed Control Panel\n") ;

printf("File : / dev / advdaq0\n");
printf("Channel: 0\n");



printf("Range: -* 1 0 V\n\n");
sleep(1);

/x Step 1: Open Device */
ret = DRV-DeviceOpen(filename, &fd) ;

if (ret) {
DRV-GetErrorMessage (ret, err-msg) ;

printf(" err msg: 7os\n'r, err-msg);
retum -1;

)

memset(&AlConfig, 0, sizeof(PT-AlConfig));
mems et(&AlBinaryIn, 0, siz eo f(PT-AIBinaryIn)) ;

memset(&AlVoltageln, 0, sizeof(PT-AIVoltageIn));

/* Step 3: Set Single-end or Differential +/

buffer = 0x0000; /x 0: single-end*/
ret = DRV-DeviceSetProperty(fd, CFc-AichanConfig, &buffer, sizeof(unsigned

int));
if(ret) {

DRV-GetErrorMes sage(ret, err-msg) ;

printf("err msg: 7os\n'r, err-msg);

DRV_DeviceClos e (&fd) ;

retum -1.;

)

/+ Step 2: Config AI Setting x/
AlConfig.DasChan = channel;
AlConfig.DasGain = grit ;

ret = DRV_AIConfig(fd, &AlConfig);
if (ret) {

DRV_GetErrorMessage(ret, err_msg) ;

printf(" err msg: 7os\n'r, err-msg);

DRV_D eviceClos e (&fd) ;

return -1.;

)
/ / reset TotalTime
TotalTime = 0;

/x Step 3: Start Single-channel Al */
for(i = 0; i < TOTAL_SAMPLE; i++)
{



f f rrrasswe start Time
gettimeofday(&StartTime, NULL) ;

f * Yoltagekr* /
AlVoltageln.chan = channel;

AlVoltageln.gain = guin;
AlVoltageln.TrigMode = 0;

AlVoltageln.voltage = &voltage;

ret = DRV-AIVoltageIn(fd, &AlVoltageln) ;

if (ret) {
DRV-GetErrorMessage(ret, eff-msg);
printf("err msg: Yos\n", err-msg);

DRV-D eviceClos e (&fd) ;
return -1;

)

/ / Calc,tlate Temperature

/ / Y = .042x X + 2.2 ==>> From MATT-AB graph
Temperature = (voltage -2.2) / 0.042;

/ / endttme
gettimeofday(&EndTime, NULL) ;

f f calcdate time consumed
TimePas s ed = EndTime. tv-us ec - StartTime. tv-us ec;

TotalTime * = TimePassed;

/ / dnost Temperature and Time
printf("Temperature : 7o. 2 f C \n", -Temp erature) ;

printf("Voltage: %f V\n", voltage);
printf(" Consumed Time: %olu micro second\n\n", TimePassed);

usleep(100000);

)

/ / caluiate average time
AvgTime = TotalTime / TOTAr 

-SAMPLE;

/ / show average time
printf(" \ n\ nNumber o f Samples : 7oi\ n", TOTAL-SAMPLE) ;

printf(" Consumed Time (Average) : %lu micro s econd\ n\ n", AvgTime) ;

/* Step 4: Close Device */
DRV-DeviceClose(&fd); retum0;
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A.6 Matlab Code for Windows-Linux Compadson

s=11,2,3,41;

L--p79,406,434,526f;
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(s,L,'linewidth', 2);

Tostem(s,L,'linewidth', 3)

tide(\Windows')
s--11.,2,3,4);

1-=p32,346,410,469];
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(s,L,'linewidth', 2)

Tostem(s,L,'linewidth', 3)

tide(Linux)

Aooendix B

-

B.1 Sample Data Set fot Vindows Time Measutement

Voltage: 1.418762Y
Consumed Time: 432 micro second

Temperature:21.34 C
Voltage: 1.431885 V
Consumed Time: 428 micro second

Temperature:21.69 C
Voltage: 7.419067 Y
Consumed Time: 432 micro second

Temperature:27.32 C
Voltage: 1.432495V
Consumed Time: 433 micro second

Temperature:21,.67 C
Voltage: 1..479983Y
Consumed Time: 418 micro second

Temperature:27.37 C
Voltage: 1.432800Y
Consumed Tirne: 437 micro second

Temperature:27.65 C
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Voltage: 1.420593V
Consumed Time: 424 micro second

Temperature:21.29 C

Voltage: L.433471.Y
Consumed Time: 437 micro second

B.2 Sample Data Set for Linux Time Measurement

Start BioMed Control Panel

Ftle /dev /advdaq0
Channel:0
Range: -+10 V

Temperature:26.39 C
Voltage: 1.249962V
Consumed Time: 371 micro second

Temperature:26.39 C

Voltage: 1,.249962Y
Consumed Time: 337 micro second

Temperature:26.39 C
Voltage: 1.249962Y
Consumed Time: 338 micro second

Temperature:26.39 C

Voltage: 7.249962Y
Consumed Time: 340 micro second

Temperature:26.39 C
Voltage: 1.249962V
Consumed Time: 342 micro second

Temperature: 26.39
Voltage: 1.2499 62 VConsumed Time: 343 micro second
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